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1. Introduction
Progress of computer networks and mobile communications are leading to the environments
capable of accessing networks anytime, anywhere. Furthermore, ubiquitous networks which
are emerging in a smart city would awaken expectations to acquire any information with a
hotspot panel in a whole city [1]. People expect to acquire information through the Internet
with mobile devices or information appliances as usual, even in case of a large scale natural
disaster. They also expect to contact with family and friends by mobile phones anytime.
Though quick, accurate damage informationhas beenstrongly required for speedy and
effective rescue operation, those communication systems did not work sufficientlyinthe
previous large-scale disasters, due to both damage on facilitiesand communications congestion
by heavy use or network overload [2, 3]. As a result, response efforts were delayed, causing
further damage that could have been prevented with better communications.
To solve the issue on collecting damage information and personal safety information in a
natural disaster, several studieshave been carried out,for example, to provide emergency
services in Internet [4] and to maintain communications in evacuation shelters [5]. The Journal
of IEICE introduced policy for acquiring damage information and maintaining communica‐
tions in a disaster [6]. Moreover, regarding recovery from disaster damage in networks,
telecommunication service companies have endeavored to mitigate aftermath of a disaster
effectively [7]. However, in case of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, telecommunication
systems and networks could not maintained services after all [8, 9]. As a result, authorities
could not comprehend the damage situations quickly, due to not only the scale of disaster-
affected area but also to the loss of lines of communications [10].
This paper firstly reviews some networking technologies for disaster communications, and
discusses a scheme on multi-tier damage monitoring in a citywide area. Then, an experimental
© 2013 Fujiwara and Watanabe; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
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system configured with a centralized hierarchical network, which was developed to acquire
damage information from lifeline facilities installed in residences is shown. Finally, some
results of computer simulation for multi-tier networks enhanced with an ad hoc networking
technique are also presented.
2. Technologies for disaster communications
This section reviews some technologies that should be effective for disaster communications
to acquire damage information in a large-scale natural or manmade disaster, including related
studies on disaster communications.
2.1. A concept on damage monitoring in micro and micro perspectives
A concept of an integrated damage monitoring and assessment system was proposed [3],
referred to as macro and micro perspectives (Fig. 1). The macro perspective performs com‐
prehensive damage detection using image processing technique with satellite or aerial image.
In addition, damage estimation in the aftermath of a disaster should be included in the
perspective. The micro perspective, on the other hand, gathers individual damage information
from a local site using several sensing devices, receiving emergency calls from suffers, and
sharing information about rescue operations. Thus, the damage monitoring system needs to
handle several types of information based on macro and micro perspectives. Multi-tier
networks described in this paper play a critical role for the micro perspective.
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Figure 1. A concept of damage monitoring and assessment in a large-scale natural disaster based on macro and micro
perspectives
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2.2. Cellular networks in a disaster
The third-generation (3G) mobile systemshave provided the performance of up to 2 Mbps and
various services in application systems [11]. Furthermore, current LTE (Long Term Evolution)
and LTE-Advanced systems are providing a broadband mobile communications, leading to
the fourth-generation (4G) cellular system, whichshould operate at the data rate of 100 Mbps
or more [12, 13]. Since the latest mobile networks are challenging to provide a high data rate
and a high capacity, those systems are required to operate at a higher carrier frequency and a
large peak transmission power. A concept of virtual cellular system has been studiedand
achieved to reduce the average transmission power compared with conventional cellular
systems[14]. Thus, the current mobile systems have been developed focusing on high data rate
and high capacity, under the policy of the best effort performance in ordinary conditions.
However, in a disaster, it is strongly required for the communication systems to ensure
connectivity even if difficult.
In the past,immediately after a large-scale natural disaster, massive access to communications
systems occurred, and the systems lapsed into communications congestion, in the worst cases
resulting in system failure. To both mitigate the congestion and prevent system failure,
accessibilityingeneral channels for citizensis restricted into 1/n(Fig. 2). Since the regulation is
mainly applied to the telephone call, data communications such as e-mail services might be
maintained, even if taking a long delivery time. Meanwhile, prioritized channels have been
set up in advance, to maintain connection in a disaster, but the number of the channels is not
enough to transmit information from a large-scale damaged areas.
Multi-hopping is one solution to extend and maintain the coverage. A technical report of 3GPP
(Third Generation Partnership Project) showeda scheme called ODMA (Opportunity Driven
Multiple Access) to maintain high data rate in the edges of the coverage by relaying commu‐
nications (Fig.3)[15]. Mobile stations located in the high data-rate can access the Base Station
(BS) directly. On the other hand, stations outside of the high data-rate cannot maintain the rate.
They request a terminal located in the high data-rate area to relay their packets.
Similar idea was proposed, referred to as MRAC (Multi-hop Radio Access Cellular), which
aims high speed, high capacity and wide area coverage by multi-hopping [16]. In the system,
dedicated Repeater Stations (RS) are set up in a good propagation area, and the stations relay
packets between user terminals and BS. In the event that a mobile station detects high
propagation loss in the single-hop conditions to BS, the station selects a neighboring RS to relay
packets. Hereby, MRAC is capable of expanding the coverage. However, since MRAC
premisesmulti-hoping via RS, the restriction of the arrangement of RS reduces flexibility of the
system operation. One solution is ad hoc networking, to build a network flexibly.
2.3. Ad hoc networks
Ad hoc network is a scheme to flexibly build a network without infrastructure facilities [17].
The networkis expected to maintain communications and to collect information even in a
disaster. Figure 4 shows a model ofad hoc networks, where terminals are deployed and
connected each other flexibly with wireless communications. For example, in rescue opera‐
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tions, the rescue team should work, sharing damage information among the team in the
afflicted site.Ad hoc networking technique enables the team to access each other and to share
information without infrastructures. The information could be forwarded to an emergency
operation center through the mobile base station.
Several protocols to build ad hoc networks flexibly and autonomously have been proposed
based on the scheme ofon-demand driven routing protocols such as AODV (Adhoc On-
demand Distance Vector routing protocol) [18] and DSR (Dynamic Source Routing protocol)
[19], and proactive table-driven routing protocols such as DSDV (Destination Sequence
Distance Vector routing protocol)[20] and OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing protocol) [21].
The network scheme may achieve flexible network. However, stable communications envi‐
ronment could not be provided immediately after a large-scale disaster, even in ad hoc
networks. In addition, since the links of ad hoc networks are vulnerable, massive control
packets such as either route request or route maintenance packets may be induced, resulting
in heavy traffic congestion and communications failure.
2.4. Hybrid wireless networks
Hybrid wireless networking schemes combiningcellularand multi-hopping technique have
been developedto aim high data rate, high capacity, wide area coverage and QoS control, not
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for disaster communications. The hybrid network named Sphinx [22] aims to achieve high
throughput and low power consumption. Concurrently, it addresses fairness for resource
allocation, and resilience for mobility. The mobile stations operate in two modes, one is a
cellular mode, and the other is a peer-to-peer mode(Fig. 5). When a mobile station communi‐
cates with the others located in the same cell, all flows are served in the peer-to-peer mode in
the initial state. In the event that a mobile station detects degradation of the throughput in the
peer-to-peer mode, it requires BS to switch to the cellular mode.
‐
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Figure 4. A concept of ad hoc networks forrescue operations.
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Figure 5. Hybrid network model for cellular packet data network (Sphinx).
Another scheme, named iCAR (Integrated Cellular and Ad hoc Relaying System), aims to
avoid blocking and dropping communications due to localized congestion, and focuses on
traffic load balancing [23]. The system installs ad hoc relay stations (ARS), which are placed
at strategic locations to divert traffic in one (possibly congested) cell to another (non-congested)
cell (Fig. 6). Terminals in a congested cell try to access a BS of a surrounding non-congested
cell via an ARS. Those schemes are focusing on maintaining throughput and other features in
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ordinary conditions, and such hybrid networks might be effective even in extraordinary
conditions, if the system could be resilient to maintain communications.
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Figure 6. Integrated cellular and ad hoc relay system (iCAR).
2.5. Wireless sensor networks
Wireless sensor networks premise that massive sensor nodes are deployed in the field and
build a network autonomously.The networks transmit data from sensors to a sink node by
multi-hopping,which are expected to collect information in several application systems such
as environmental monitoring, structural health monitoring and so on. Since the nodes are
usually restricted in CPU power and are operating by batteries, it is strongly required to reduce
energy consumption [24]. Though several protocols have been proposed, they do not suffi‐
ciently consider how to operate in the seismic monitoring.
Assumingseismic monitoring, multiple sensor nodes are placed in buildings, bridges, or
structures to detect seismic motion, temperature, or distortion of the structures. Furthermore,
the system might be expected to find persons who trapped in the building.The reference [25]
describes a seismic acceleration observed in the University of California, Irvine, where the
acceleration includes the bandwidth of around 30Hz on the ground and 5Hz on the fourth
floor. Thereby, the monitoring system is operating at the sampling rate of 200Hz. Health
monitoring of the Golden Gate Bridge was carried out with wireless sensor networks [26]. They
achieved the monitoring of the vibration on the bridge by multi-hopping of 46 hops at a
sampling rate of 1 KHz. Then, issues to be taken into account in monitoring system are to
provide a long time operation and to extend the coverage of damage monitoring in a large-
scale disaster.
As an example, Figure 7 shows an outline of the monitoring with a wireless sensor network
in a building. The sensor network iscomposedof a number of sensor nodes (SNs), some relay
nodes (RNs)and a sink node (SI) to gather data from SNs to SI. The network installs SI and
RNs atstrategically designated positionsin advance on one hand. The SNs, on the other hand,
are flexibly distributed in the building, and transmit data to RNs directly or via adjacent SNs
by way of multi-hopping. The RN relays data to SI using a direct path or a multi-hopping path
via RNs. Though, the SI is capable of collecting and storing the data, we have to study how to
collect the information from a great number of sink nodes in a whole city.
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 SI: Sink node, R: Relay node, S: Sensor node 
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Figure 7. Wireless sensor networks deployed in a building
3. Multi-tier networks for damage monitoring
Now, we discuss the network design of multi-tier networks to operate for damage monitoring.
The architecture of the multi-tier networks is based on the hybrid network, which is configured
with a centralized hierarchical network and ad hoc networks. In addition, to detect phenomena,
wireless sensor networks are introduced and work with the hybrid network for damage
monitoring.
In case of large-scale natural disaster, information required for damage assessment changes
as time goes by.The authorities need to comprehend the circumstances of damage based on
multidirectional aspects. They acquire damage information comprehensively,make a strategy
for emergency response, and carry out rescue operation quickly. Though the concept of both
the macro and micro perspectives shown in the previous section is nontrivial, we focus on a
network model based on the micro perspective to comprehend the conditions of individual
damages in an afflicted site.
Figure 8 shows a network model todetect extraordinary phenomenaand to collect the infor‐
mation.The sensors are placed in houses, buildings and structures in a whole city. Information
detected by sensors is transmitted to a CS through a base station in the centralized network.
The centralized network combines ad hoc networking operation to enhance the connectivity,
referred to as a hybrid network. The emergency operation center accesses the information
stored in the CS through the backbone network such as the Internet.
3.1. Damage detection with sensors
Damage detection in a disaster is performed with several sensors; seismic vibration is meas‐
ured with accelerometers installed in a structure. Meanwhile, wireless sensor networks (WSN)
draw attention to detect several phenomena, temperature, humidity, brightness etc. in low
cost. As the nodes of WSN contain accelerometers, the networks are capable of detecting
seismic acceleration to assess the damage. In addition, lifeline facilities such as gas meters,
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electricity meters and water meters include various kinds of sensors to detect conditions of
facilities.
Since the communications range of a link in sensor networks is short, e.g., 20 m normally, or
100 m at most, multi-hopping technique is used to expand the coverage. Furthermore, each
sensor node operates with a small battery, and the CPU power is restricted to control the
operation including the calculation of a routing path. Provided that the scale of the network
becomes larger, traffic to relay packets increases and induces large power consumption.
3.2. Centralized hierarchical network for damage monitoring
A centralized hierarchical network is composed of multiple terminals and a base station in a
cell, and those BS access a CS to transmit the information gathered from terminals (Fig. 9). In
ordinary conditions,the network is effective in transmitting packets quickly. If the network is
available for quick accurate damage monitoring even in extraordinary conditions, the model
would be employed in the monitoring system. However, such network has suffered from
disconnection between terminals and BS, and lapsed into communications congestion in a
previous large-scale disaster. In collecting damage information and emergency messages from
terminals placed in a whole city, it is strongly required to transmit packets efficiently from
distributed massive terminals to BS, and from BS to CS for swift rescue operations.
The network model is configured with two layers:the upper layer, composed of a CS and
multiple BS connected by either wireless or wired channels,  and the lower network,that
contains  a  great  number  of  terminals.  Assuming  that  those  terminals  are  placed  in  all
residences and the collected information is  restricted to emergency communications,  the
volume of the traffic in a cell is almost predictable, and we can design the channel capacity
of the network. One concern is, however, those channels are vulnerable in a natural disaster.
Especially, cables of wired networks may easily suffer damage. Thereby we should design
‐
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the network to collect damage information quickly considering how to maintain connec‐
tions in disaster circumstances.
The lower layer network, consists of the BS and multiple terminals in each cell, where the BS
and terminals communicate in TD-CDMA (Time Division and Code Division Multiple Access)
mode at 2.4 GHz, which is designed based on CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access). The output power is 10 mW or less for the commu‐
nications range of 300 m.
Upperlayer Lowerlayer
Frequency 2.1099GHz(Fw)2.2899GHz(Rv)
2.402GHz(Fw)
2.482GHz(Rv)
Bandwidth <200kHz <1.5MHz
Outputpower 1W 10mW
Modulation π/4-shiftQPSK DBPSK(Fw),DQPSK(Rv)
Accesscontrol Polling TD-CDMA
Datarate 288kbps 19.2kbps(Fw)9.6kbps(Rv)
Table 1. Air interface parameters of channels in the upper and lower layers (Fw: Forward-link; Rw: Reverse-link)
Forward-link Reverse-link
Chiprate 1.2288Mcps 1.2288Mcps
Datasize 156B 256B
Framelength 320ms 320ms
Datarate 19.2ksps 9.6ksps
Processinggain 64 128
Table 2. Data transmission parameters of the CDMA channels.

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The experimental system was designed to contain 256 terminals in a cell. The communications
system of the radio channels connecting terminals with BS in the lower layer employs CDMA
technology operating at 2.4GHz. The communications system also introducesthe time division
mode,hence, referred to as TD-CDMA. Figure 10shows the time chart ofthe TD-CDMA
operation. The multiplexed CDMA channels are divided into 32 timeslots of 320ms, to operate
in the time-division-multiple-access mode. A group of 8 terminals, e.g. terminals 1 through 8,
is assigned to one timeslot. 8 terminals are invoked at the timing of the #1 slot, and transmit
data to the BS via CDMA channels. Thus, the BS is capable of collecting data from 256 (8´32)
terminals in one TD-cycle of 10.24 seconds. The parameters of CDMAchannelsand data
transmission are shown in Table 1 and 2.
3.3. Hybrid wireless monitoring enhanced with ad hoc networks
A centralized network showsa good performance for damage monitoring in conditions where
the links between a base station and terminals are maintained. Ad hoc networking, on the other
hand, allows a node to rebuild a route by alternative links even if the connection of the links
may not be maintained. However, the links of ad hoc networks are vulnerabledue to not only
mobility or limited power but also interferences or deteriorated propagation conditions.
Thereby, ahybrid wireless network combining adhocnetworks and a centralized network has
drawn attention for disaster communications [27].
The hybridnetwork(Fig. 11) combines both schemes of the centralized hierarchical network
(CH mode) connecting BS and nodes directly, and the ad hoc networks (AD mode) connecting
nodes each other. If the condition ofthe link between BS and a node is getting worse and the
connection cannot maintain, the node shifts the operation to the ad hoc mode and accesses a
neighboring node, where the node relay packets to BS.
In normal conditions, most of nodes access BS directly in Cellular mode. Ifa disaster occurs
and several links between BS andnodesare disconnected due todamage or obstacles, those
nodes switch to ad hoc mode, and attempt to build a route to BS by way of multi-hopping.
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Provided that the node discovers a node which can access BS directly or other nodes which
already found a route to BS, the node requests one of the neighboring nodes to forward damage
data to BS.
To build a connection in AD mode of the hybrid network, each node, which cannot access BS
directly, needs to discover a route to reach BS. Every node operating in either cellular or ad
hocmode (CH or AD mode) periodically transmits a control packet. The control packet includes
the number of hops (Hop-CNT) to reach BS, the addresses of source, destination, sender and
receiver nodes (Fig.12).
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Figure 12. A scenario in route discovery.
Inthe route discovery, a node (node-s), which cannot access BS, monitors communication of
neighboring nodes. Overhearing a packet, the node checks Hop-CNT of the received packet,
and knows how many hops are required to reach BS. It selects a node (node-i) as the next hop
node based on the received Hop-CNT. The node-s records the address and the Hop-CNT of
node-I; receiving a packet from node-s, the node-i forwards the packet since it already knows
a route to reach the BS in a multi-hoping.
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Figure 11. Hybrid wireless network enhanced with ad hoc networks.
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Provided that node-s detects multiple nodes which can reach BS, it records the nodes' address
and Hop-CNT, and selects a node which has the shortest hopping range. If multiple nodes are
found whichhave the shortest route, it may select one of them randomly. Provided that node-
s notices it cannot overhear the communicationsfromthe node recorded in its routing table
during the time to live (TTL), node-s decides the node is not available and deletes the record
of the node in the table. The value of TTL is designated as a system parameter in advance.
Provided that a certain node transmits a packet, its Hop-CNT is set up at the value increment‐
ing the value of the next hop node. Thereby, the further neighboring nodes can overhear the
communications and discover an available next hop node. Node-i is transmitting a packet to
node-f at Hop-CNT=k. node-j is also transmitting at k+1. node-s overhears from node-i and -j
at Hop-CNT=k and k+1, respectively. Then, node-s selects node-i, and transmits a packet to
the node at Hop-CNT=k+1. Likewise, node-u discovers a route via node-s. Thus, nodes
discover a route by overhearing neighbor communications, and establish a route via the
neighboring nodes.
When an intermediate node (node-f) is required to relay a packet by a node (node-i), it forwards
the packet to the next hop node according to the routing table. Concurrently, node-f records
in its routing table the addresses of node-i and the source node (node-s) for the backward path.
When a reply packet arrives at node-f to deliver to node-s, node-f recognizes to relay the packet
to node-i according to the routing table. Likewise, node-i relays the packet to node-s.
In the event that an intermediate node (node-i) detects failure in forwarding a packet to the
next hop node (node-f ), node-i replies an error message to the backward node (node-s)
according to the routing table, then deletes the data of node-f from the routing table of node-
i. In conditions where node-i does not have another next hop node information in the table, it
returns expiration as the error message to node-s. If node-i has an alternative path in the routing
table, it returns route-error instead of expiration to its backward node. When the route-error
arrives at the source node, the node retransmits the packet to the same next hop node as
alternative path. Then, node-i forwards the packet to the alternative node, node-g. When the
source node receives expiration, it must select another next hop node. If there is no entry in
the table of the source node, the source node has to hold on until it detects a new entry node
by overhearing.
4. Experimental system
4.1. Experimental centralized hierarchical network
A dedicated data collection system was developed based on centralized hierarchical network‐
ing scheme for damage monitoring. The experimental system was designed tocollect datafrom
lifeline facilities such as gas pipelines, water pipelines and sensing devices [28, 29]. The
systemwas configured with two layers, to monitor the state of city lifelines of about 256,000
residences in a whole city.
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Figure 13. A model of acentralized hierarchical damage monitoring system.
The experimental system comprises two-tier networks to cover a total of 250k terminals in an
urban area of about 260 km2(Fig. 13). The system employs 2.1 GHz radio communications for
the upper layer and 2.4GHz CDMA forthe lower layer, and gathers data from gas meters, water
meters and extra signals installed in houses to comprehend the conditions of lifeline facilities.
The upper layer network was designed to covers a whole citywith1024 cells.The central control
station accesses the BS of each cell with a TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) wireless system.
The upper layer radio system employed a narrow-band radio communications of 2.1GHz to
connect CS and multiple BS, where the output power is 1 W, to cover a long distance. The air
interface parameters are listed in Table 1. CS and BS of the upper layer contain a database
server (Fig. 14):data transmitted from terminals to BS are stored in the database, and the server
of BS provides data according to the requirement of CS. The CS stores the data in the database
and provides the data in an application system.
The lower layer network consists of BS and multiple terminals in a cell, where the BS and
terminals communicate in TD-CDMA at 2.4 GHz, combining CDMA and TDMA technologies.
The output power is 10 mW or less in the communications range of 300 m. Though the
experimental system was designed to contain 256 terminals in a cell, 128 terminals were
actually installed in a residential area. The interface unit contained ina terminal is connected
to a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) meter, natural gas (NG) meter, water meter and additional
signals (Fig. 14). Figure 15 shows the experimental CDMA and interface units connecting with
meters.
Frame error rate (FER) is defined as the rate of communications failure in two-way transmis‐
sion. The experiment observed and recorded the number of communications failure in each of
128 terminals, as in Figure 16, where the FER is indicated on the average of 128 terminals. The
average FER was approximately 1.5×10−3. Thereby, the experiment showed the CDMA system
achieved a low FER on the order of 10−3 even in the output power of 10mW, where the
communications range is within 300m.
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Figure 17. FERof each terminal
The experimental CDMA system in the lower layer was designed to access 256 terminals in
the interval of 10.24 seconds. The experiments confirmed that the system operates in 10.24sec‐
ondsfor256 terminals (128 actual terminals and 128 dummy terminals). On the other hand, the
data rate in the upper layer was designed to transmit data at 288 kbit/s from BS to CS in the
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polling mode. The experiments showed the data collection time from 1024 BS (three BS and
1021 dummy stations) to CS was 424 seconds in conditions where the data size from each BS
is 5120 bytes, i.e. 20 bytes times 256 terminals. To acquire urgent information from every
terminal immediately, the BS extracts the state information of two bytes from the data which
was acquired in each terminal, and gathers the urgent data of 512 bytes in the cell. By trans‐
mitting 512-byte data to CS, the data collection time from 1024 BS was 51.7 seconds.
Thus, the system can collect a small data of two bytes from 256,000 terminals within 60 seconds
though it takes about 7 minutes to collect a large size of data of 20 bytes from 256,000 terminals.
Thereby, multi-tier centralized network is able tosurvey damage to lifeline in a whole city
within one minute.
4.2. Hybrid wireless monitoring enhanced with ad hoc networks
The hybrid wireless network enhanced with ad hoc networks described in the previous section
was evaluated by computer simulation, assuming a round shapecell the radius of which is
denoted by r. BS is placed at the middle of the cell, and nodes are arranged in grid in a cell,
where the grid interval is denoted by d.
Nodes for CH mode are selected randomly according to DCNR, which is defined later. Those
nodes work as gateway nodes to relay packets from nodes. The rest of nodes operate in AD
mode.
Assume that the communications range (l) of a node operating in AD mode is equal to the grid
interval (d). Each node can access four adjacent nodes. This assumption is based on installing
nodes in a residential area, which is arranged in grid. Assuming the distance between houses
is 20m, the grid interval is 20m, and the communications range is also 20m.
Direct Connection Node Ratio (DCNR) is defined as the ratio of nodes, which can access BS
directly, and is given by equation (1).
1Number of direct connection nodes
Total number of nodes in a cell
mDCNR
N
= = (1)
where m1 is the number of nodes which can reach BS at one hop, and N is the number of all
nodes in a cell.
Reachability (γ) is defined as the ratio of the nodes that are able to reach BS directly or by multi-
hopping. The maximum hopping range (MR) is the upper limit of multi-hopping count (n).
Reachability within n hops (γ (n)) is given by equation (2).
1 3
1
( )
n
i n
i
n m Ng g g g
=
= = + + × × × +å (2)
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where mi is the number of nodes reachable to BS at i hops, and γ1, γ2,,, γn are the reachability
in each hop count from one to n.
Average of throughput within n hops (η(n)¯) is the ratio of the number of transmitted packets
during T (seconds) to the amount of packets that all nodes can transmit in the network, and is
given by equation (3).
1
( ) ( )
n
i
i
n q T N Th
=
= ×å (3)
where qi(T) is the number of packets arriving at BS by i hops during T seconds.
Results are shown in Figure 18, in conditions where the radius of the cell is 340m, and the
number of nodes is 901. In conditions where DCNR is 60% or higher, reachability at MR=2 is
up to 98%. Even if DCNR is only 20%, it maintains reachability of approximately 90% within
three hops. Figure 19 shows the throughput as a function of DCNR, in conditions where the
cell size is 340m. Even if increasing MR at 1, 2, 3 and unlimited hopping, throughput is not
improved drastically like reachability.
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Figure 18. Reachability for DCNR.
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5. Conclusion
We discussed a scheme of multi-tier networks for citywide damage monitoring in a natural
disaster. We showed the scheme of the centralized hierarchical network and the experimental
system designed for dedicated damage monitoring. The results showed the experimental TD-
CDMA system achieved the frame error rate on the order of 10−3 even in the output power of
10mW, where the communications range is within 300m. The monitoring system is capable of
collecting information within one minute from 256,000 terminals deployed in a whole city.
Thereby, the system is useful and effective to collect data quickly and stably in conditions
where the links could be maintained. Based on the concept of the centralized hierarchical
network and the experimental results, we showed the hybrid wireless monitoring system
enhanced with ad hoc networks. The experiments by computer simulation showed the network
is capable of improving reachability of packets even in the damage conditions in a natural
disaster.
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